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Mont-Ste-Annes, CAN - dh #6 - - 31 July - 1 August - Report / Rapport 
Carter At Last 
The inventive Eric Carter (USA) finally fulfilled his potential by winning a round of the Swatch Dual 

World Series. And in the women's competition, the world's number one, Katrina Miller (AUS), bounced 

back after injuring her ankle at Squaw Valley on 10 July to score 

yet another convincing win. 

The weather at Mont-Sainte-Anne was hot and humid, well above 

30C, leading announcer Peter Graves to quip: “the riders won’t 

need much of a warmup tonight.” However, despite the heat, which 

turned body armour into sweat factories, the racing was judged to 

be some of the finest of the season so far. The biggest upset came 

when Men’s series leader Brian Lopes (USA) was knocked out in 

the quarter finals by Philip Tintsman (USA). Although visibly 

shocked and disappointed by his defeat, Lopes retains his overall 

series lead, while Carter moved up to second. 

In training the day before competition the course had caused 

concerns among the top riders, who claimed that the two lanes were 

of uneven difficulty. So the race organizers worked overnight to fix 

the problems. “The course shaped up real good”, said Carter after 

his win. “It has passing capabilities, which most don’t. I would 

judge it the best of the season.” Miller echoed his 

compliments: “Yesterday it wasn’t very even, but the volunteers 

made a lot of changes, made lots of passing possible, which is 

usually a problem.” 

Other than Lopes’ loss to Tinstman, there were no other major upsets 

as the riders worked their way through the draws. In the women’s 

event, the first big match-up put Miller against Sari 

Jorgensen (SUI) in one of the two semi-final rounds. Miller admitted afterwards “I was most nervous going 

against Sari.” However, Jorgensen crashed at a turn in the upper section of the course, giving Miller a cruise 

into the final. Malin Lindgren (SWE) also benefited from a crash in her semi, with Tara 

Llanes (USA) going down at the very end of their race. 

The Lindgren-Llanes match was one of the most exciting of the evening, with Llanes first leading, then 

losing her lead to Lindgren, before flying high over the final double bump to put them even in the final few 

metres. Llanes was possibly the only woman to clear the double all night, and that probably is what got her 

into trouble. She hit the ground, slipped off her pedals, started to recover, then crashed hard only a couple of 

metres from the line. In the Final, Miller didn’t have too much trouble disposing of Lindgren (racing in her 

first Final), while Jorgensen won a fairly close contest with Llanes. 

The men’s event was a 'crashfest' from the start. The most spectacular took place in the 1/8 finals, when 

both riders hit the dirt and bikes went flying into the fencing! One of the crashers was eventual third place 

finisher Michael Marois (Rock Machine), who quickly scrambled back on his bike to coast to the next 

round. Carter easily beat the less experienced Marois in their semi. Mike King (USA) produced the most 

exciting ride of the evening, when he came from behind close to the finish the line to dispose of Tinstman in 

the other semi. In the Final, King and Carter were neck and neck through the upper part of the circuit, before 

Carter got a slight lead into the last corner and over the double bump, to take his first victory of the year 

(after finishing second to Lopes in the last two rounds). 

https://web.archive.org/web/20120803100729/http:/oldsite.uci.ch/english/mtb/default.htm


 
 

place bib name nom nat points UCIcode 

1 1 CARTER ERIC USA 50 USA19700306 

2 3 KING MIKE USA 40 USA19690630 

3 13 MAROSI MICHAL CZE 30 CZE19720521 

4 7 TINSTMAN PHILIP USA 20 USA19740816 

5 2 LOPES BRIAN USA 10 USA19710909 

5 5 BEAUMONT SCOTT GBR 10 GBR19780602 

5 6 DELDYCKE MICKAEL FRA 10 FRA19800826 

5 9 POLC FILIP SVK 10 SVK19820410 

9 4 BOOTES WADE USA 5 USA19740530 

9 11 HOUSEMAN GARY USA 5 USA19800903 

9 12 CALUORI CLAUDIO SUI 5 SUI19770916 

9 14 HOUSEMAN RICHARD USA 5 USA19780320 

9 17 MELONCEON GIRARD USA 5 USA19740211 

9 18 WATSON DAVID CAN 5 CAN19760523 

9 23 O'BRIEN GLYNN IRL 5 IRL19770906 

9 25 MARCH SHAUMS USA 5 USA19740216 

17 8 SNIDER TODD USA 0 USA19760713 

17 10 AMOUR KARIM FRA 0 FRA19750118 

17 15 TSUKAMOTO TAKASHI JPN 0 JPN19701123 

17 16 KIRKCALDIE JOHN NZL 0 NZL19760430 

17 19 GEALL STEVE GBR 0 GBR19700506 

17 20 BÜELER ANDY SUI 0 SUI19780609 

17 21 YBARRA SCOTT USA 0 USA19781028 

17 22 TSCHUGG GUIDO GER 0 GER19760514 

17 24 O'DRISCOLL CHRIS USA 0 USA19730308 

17 26 SEARS ROB USA 0 USA19700729 

17 27 POPE ANDY GBR 0 GBR19680506 

17 28 BEATTIE DOUG CAN 0 CAN19770302 

17 29 WHITE RYAN USA 0 USA00000000 

17 30 BÜELER MARKUS SUI 0 SUI19810606 

17 31 THOMPSON TYLER USA 0 USA19800520 

17 32 LONGDEN WILL GBR 0 GBR19741123 

 


